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Abstract.  Vowel harmony appears to be a regular phonological process in Turkish, 
but nevertheless is not exceptionless. Due to these exceptions, it cannot be 
considered as part of the active phonology of Turkish. An analysis is proposed in 
which morphology and lexicon control vowel harmony and other processes similar in 
this regard. Morphology is unlike other modules of grammar in requiring access to 
all of syntactic, semantic, and phonological properties to function. One of the roles 
of morphology is to give commands to the phonology during formation of a complex 
word, such as “Carry out vowel harmony!” The phonology need not account for why 
such a command does not accompany certain suffixes, why it does not apply to all 
roots, nor why other commands only accompany a few suffixes. More generally, 
there is no need for phonology to access morphological information in a modular 
model of grammar.  
Keywords.  Turkish; vowel harmony; morphologically-conditioned phonology; mor-
phology; phonology; exceptionality 
1. Introduction.  Phonologists often distinguish bona fide phonology such as Turkish’s “very
general rule of progressive vowel harmony” (Inkelas 2011:69) from morphologically-condi-
tioned phonology (MCP) such as “the deletion of stem-final k” (ibid.; see also Inkelas 2014:22, 
26). 
Morphologically conditioned phonology is the phenomenon in which a particular pho-
nological pattern is imposed on a proper subset of morphological constructions (affixa-
tion, reduplication, compounding) and thus is not fully general in the word internal pho-
nological patterning of the language.” (Inkelas 2014:9; cf. Inkelas 2011:69) 
Turkologists make a similar distinction. For instance, Göksel and Kerslake’s (2005) grammar has 
three parts: phonology, morphology, and syntax. Tellingly, Göksel and Kerslake treat vowel har-
mony (VH) in the first part (Chapter 3) and less regular processes like stem-final k deletion in the 
second part (Chapter 6 – Principles of suffixation). Is this distinction between “very general” 
phonology and morphologically conditioned phonology valid in Turkish? In a modular grammar, 
which component is responsible for MCP? We address these questions and conclude that even 
“very general” phonological processes such as VH are under the control of morphology in Turk-
ish. 
2. Vowel harmony in Turkish.  VH is not fully general in Turkish, as is well-known. Consider
the concise description of backness harmony in Inkelas (2011:69): 
a very general rule of progressive vowel harmony determines the value of [back] for the 
vowels of most suffixes, which surface with front vowels following roots whose final 
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vowel is front (e.g., ɡyl-ler ‘rose-PL’, anne-ler ‘mother-PL’) but with back vowels fol-
lowing stems whose final vowel is back (e.g., ok-lar ‘arrow-PL’, elma-lar ‘apple-PL’). 
Paraphrasing, VH does not actively apply to roots like anne ‘mother’ and elma ‘apple’ (§2.1), 
nor does it determine the value of [back] in all suffix vowels (§2.2). 
2.1. VOWEL HARMONY IN ROOTS. In a corpus study, Kabak et al. (2008:9) found that the first two 
vowels of a root disagree in backness about a third of the time.1 Kabak (2011:2839) concludes: 
“Despite the overwhelming number of harmonic roots in Turkish, no vowel alternation can be 
observed in them. ... [They] are nothing more than static surface regularities.” This viewpoint is 
shared by Clements and Sezer (1982), Bennink (1992), Krämer (2003), Polgárdi (2006), among 
others. As Clements and Sezer (1982) put it, “the burden of proof is on the linguist who wishes 
to demonstrate that roots are governed by vowel harmony at all” (p. 226). 
Most suggestive of an active vowel harmony process are “some 200 bisyllabic forms in 
Turkish in which a high vowel in the second syllable alternates with ∅” (Clements & Sezer 
1982:243). The high vowels in question pattern after the quality of preceding vowels, e.g. bejn- ~ 
bejin- ‘brain’, kɑrn- ~ kɑrɯn- ‘stomach’, ilm- ~ ilim- ‘science’ ɑln- ~ ɑlɯn- ‘forehead’, etc. As 
such, these alternating roots are widely described in this way: “epenthesis of a high vowel occurs 
in Turkish to repair illegal consonant clusters in codas” (Bellik 2018a:1); “the coda-repairing 
vowel participates obligatorily in vowel harmony” (ib., p. 4; our emphasis). 
In addition to the forms in which allegedly epenthetic vowels are harmonic with the first 
root vowel, however, “[t]here are bisyllabic forms ... in which the alternating vowel does not 
show the expected backness harmony with the root vowel” (Clements & Sezer 1982:243). Most 
(1)of these are Arabic in origin, e.g.:  
 (1) ɑdl- ~ ɑdil- ‘justice’, ɑʤz- ~ ɑʤiz- ‘impotence’, ɑht- ~ ɑhit- ‘testament’, ɑzm- ~ 
ɑzim- ‘resolution’, bɑhs- ~ bɑhis- ‘bet’, hɑʤm- ~ hɑʤim- ‘volume’, hɑʤz- ~ hɑʤiz- 
‘confiscation’, kɑbr- ~ kɑbir- ‘tomb’, kɑvm- ~ kɑvim- ‘tribe’, kɑvs- ~ kɑvis- ‘bow’, 
nɑkl- ~ nɑkil- ‘transport’, rɑhm- ~ rɑhim- ‘womb’, etc. 
This is unexpected if VH is an active phonological process of the language. Moreover, Turkish 
freely allows fricative+stop codas and sonorant+obstruent codas (Topbaş & Kopkallı-Yavuz 
2008:569), yet vowel alternations also occur within such clusters, as shown in (2). (These stems 
are mostly loanwords, too.) If “epenthesis of a high vowel occurs in Turkish to repair illegal con-
sonant clusters” (Bellik 2018:1), it is unexpected that “the epenthetic vowel breaks up clusters 
which are otherwise permissible in Turkish” (Clements & Sezer 1982:254, n. 21). 
 (2) kɑst- ~ kɑsɯt- ‘intention, purpose’ (cf. kɑst ‘caste, intent’, yst ‘upper plane’, dost 
‘close friend’, etc.), lɑht- ~ lɑhit- ‘sarcophagus’ (cf. tɑht ‘throne’), ufk- ~ ufuk- ‘hori-
zon’ (cf. zevk ‘pleasure’, zift ‘tar’, ɑʃk ‘love’, etc.), kejf- ~ kejif- ‘pleasure’ (cf. pejk 
‘satellite’, tejp ‘tape’, etc.), kɑjt- ~ kɑjɯt- ‘record’ (cf. tɑjt ‘tights’, bɑjt ‘byte’, mɑjt 
‘mite’, etc.), ɡenz- ~ ɡeniz- ‘nostril’ (cf. lenz ‘Lenz’, bent ‘weir’, ʃɑns ‘chance’, etc.), 
etc. 
Actually, loanwords show an even wider array of complex codas, including stop+fricative, 
stop+stop, sonorant+sonorant, and obstruent+sonorant. The fact that such clusters are not 
1 For simplicity, we follow Inkelas (2011) and Kabak et al. (2008) in focusing on backness harmony. The arguments 
and analyses presented and reviewed in this article largely extend to rounding harmony. 
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systematically “repaired” with vowel epenthesis in modern Turkish suggests that alternating 
vowels like those in (3) should not be described in this way either. 
 (3) ɑks- ~ ɑkis- ‘echo, reflection’ (cf. rɑks ‘dance’, fɑks ‘fax’, boks ‘boxing’, etc.), hɑps- 
~ hɑpis- ‘prison’ (cf. ʤips ‘chips’), ɑkt- ~ ɑkit- ‘treaty’, nɑkt- ~ nɑkit- ‘cash’, vɑkt- ~ 
vɑkit- ‘time’, sɯkt- ~ sɯkɯt- ‘miscarriage’ (cf. sekt ‘sect’, akt ‘act’, pɑkt ‘pact, 
treaty’, etc.), kɑjn- ~ kɑjɯn- ‘brother-in-law’ (cf. ajn ‘eye’, etc.), kɑrn- ~ kɑrɯn- 
‘stomach’ (cf. alarm ‘alarm’, ʃɑrl ‘Charles’, etc.), kɑdr- ~ kɑdir- ‘worth’, fikr- ~ 
fikir- ‘idea’ (cf. titr ‘title’, lutr ‘otter’, etc.), etc. 
In modern Turkish, then, it is not obvious that alternating vowels are “coda-repairing [epen-
thetic] vowels ... subject to vowel harmony” (Bellik 2018a:1). Rather, a subset of stems show 
“high vowel omission ... due to the attachment of a vowel-initial suffix” (Ketrez 2012:17). This 
lexically-restricted phonological process is best described synchronically as “vowel loss” accord-
ing to Göksel and Kerslake (2011:29–30): “Some words have a different form when a vowel-ini-
tial suffix is attached to them than when they are bare. When suffixed with such a form, these 
words lose the vowel of their final syllable.”2 
In fact, Erdal (2010) argues that high vowel syncope is a long-standing morphologically 
conditioned process in modern standard Turkish: 
all originally Turkic stems which might seem to end in clusters in fact drop the vowel in 
their final syllable, belonging to one of two classes: They are either inalienables which 
are bound to have possessive suffixes, or they do so when followed by derivational suf-
fixes with which they fuse. (p. 98) 
That is, Erdal shows that high vowel syncope applies to certain Turkic-origin stems before many 
vowel-initial derivational suffixes, but this process does not accompany most vowel-initial in-
flectional suffixes ― only possessive ones, contra Göksel and Kerslake (2011). The first author 
has conducted searches of Google and of the Turkish National Corpus which largely confirm 
Erdal’s claim for Turkic stems. 
By contrast with the native Turkic stems, stems with alternating high vowels “copied from 
other, Eastern or Western languages … differ from the inalienables in that the form without 
vowel is used before all suffixes with vowel onset, including the dative: One says şehr-e ‘to 
town’ [cf. nominative şehir]” (Erdal 2010:97). Note that the vast majority of stems with alternat-
ing high vowels are Arabic in origin. It is worth mentioning, therefore, that a strikingly similar 
process occurs in many dialects of Arabic. For example, Egyptian Arabic has the following pho-
nological rule: “V[+high, −back, −long] → ∅ / VC__CV  Stem Syncope” (Welden 1977:77; see also 
Kenstowicz 1980; Teeple 2009). In practice, this rule mostly applies with vowel-initial suffixes 
in Egyptian Arabic, e.g., ʃirib-u → ʃirbu ‘they drank’ (drank-3PL.MASC) (ib.). So it is tempting to 
assume that Turkish borrowed not only many Arabic stems, but also their wider participation in 
high vowel syncope. The fact remains, however, that high vowel syncope has long existed as a 
morphologically conditioned process within Turkish and Turkic more generally. “The phenome-
non is old” (Erdal 2010:97) and “happens to a different extent in different Turkic languages; in 
Turkmen, e.g., vowel syncopation is much more general than in Turkish” (p. 93). 




In sum, stems with alternating high vowels offer little support for the view that Turkish ac-
tively repairs illegal consonant clusters by epenthesizing a vowel that obligatorily and automati-
cally undergoes vowel harmony (pace Bellik 2018b, etc.). The fact that roots with two or more 
vowels are mostly harmonic is no more than a static fact about Turkish (Kabak 2011:2839). 
2.2. VOWEL HARMONY IN SUFFIXES. VH does not determine the value of [back] in all suffix vow-
els. For example, the associative suffix -ɡil retains its front vowel even when the base ends in a 
back vowel (4) and the hypocoristic suffix -o retains its back vowel even when the truncated base 
has a front vowel (5) (cf. Lewis 2000:15–16, 55; Göksel & Kerslake 2005:59; Kabak 
2011:2835).  
 (4) kɯnɑ-ɡil-ler3 domuz-ɡil-ler tɑvʃɑn-ɡil-ler 
henna-ASSOC-PL pig-ASSOC-PL rabbit-ASSOC-PL 
‘lythraceae’ ‘suidae’ ‘leporids’ 
 (5)  syl-o mem-o ib-o ʤem-o 
Süleyman-HYP Mehmet-HYP İbrahim-HYP Cemâl-HYP 
‘Süleyman’ ‘Mehmet’4 ‘Ibrahim’ ‘Cemâl’ 
Moreover, certain suffixes are only half-harmonizing. For example, the adjectival suffix -imtrɑk 
(6) and the verbal progressive suffix -ijor (7) show VH in their initial vowels but their second 
vowels are invariably back (cf. Underhill 1976:112–113; Lewis 2000:55; Göksel & Kerslake 
2005:44). 
 (6) jeʃil-imtrɑk kɯzɯl-ɯmtrɑk esmer-imtrɑk bejɑz-ɯmtrɑk 
green-ish red-ish brown-ish white-ish 
‘greenish’ ‘reddish’ brownish’ ‘whitish’ 
 (7) ɡel-ijor-um ɑʧ-ɯjor iʧ-ijor-sun jɑp-ɯjor-lɑr 
come-PROG-1SG open-PROG drink-PROG-2SG build-PROG-PL 
‘I’m coming’ ‘he is opening’ ‘you’re drinking’ ‘they’re building’ 
Conversely, the possibility suffix -(j)ɑbil (8) and the non-premeditative suffix -(j)ɯver (9) show 
VH in their first vowels but their second vowels are invariably front (Underhill 1976:405; Lewis 
2000:191; Göksel & Kerslake 2005:141). 
 (8) jɑz-ɑbil- ji-jebil- konuʃ-ɑbil- ɡør-ebil- 
 write-PSB- eat-PSB- talk-PSB- see-PSB- 
‘could write’ ‘could eat’ ‘able to talk’ ‘manage to see’ 
 (9) kɑpɑ-jɯver- ɡir-iver- kɑldɯr-ɯver- ɡid-iver- 
 close-AUX- enter-AUX- remove-AUX- go-AUX- 
‘close suddenly’ ‘enter quickly’ ‘remove quickly’ ‘to go quickly, dash’ 
Finally, certain suffixes that normally undergo VH (e.g., plural -ler) fail to do so with certain 
roots. Notably, “there is a fairly large set of back vowel stems ... which require front vowel suf-
fixes” (Clements & Sezer 1982:241), e.g. (10). Clements & Sezer (ib.) suggested that these roots 
are not really exceptional ― they end in palatalized consonants. This suggestion receives strong 
3 We follow Göksel and Kerslake (2011) and Göknel (2012) among others in transcribing all alternating vowels as 
front and unrounded. 
4 “The h in the common masculine name Mehmet is silent in standard Turkish” (Lewis 2000:5:5). 
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support from Canalis & Dikmen (to appear) who show in a preliminary study that “the palatal-
ized consonants of Turkish not only include [lʲ] and [kʲ], but [tʲ], [dʲ] (in the word had [‘limit’]) 
and [rʲ] (in final clusters) as well” (p. 13).5   
 (10) hɑrp-ler hɑrf-ler kɑlp-ler rɑb-ler sɑːt-ler 
war-PL letter-PL heart-PL lord-PL hour/clock-PL 
‘wars’ ‘letters’ ‘hearts’ ‘lords’ ‘hours, clocks, watches’ 
By contrast with the exceptional back-vowelled roots just described, there are no front-vowelled 
roots that systematically take back-vowelled suffixes (pace Clements & Sezer 1982:242).6 This 
has led researchers who reject the marginal palatalized consonants proposed by Clements & 
Sezer (1982:241) to conclude that alternating vowels are front by default (e.g. Kabak 2007, 
2011; Kabak & Vogel 2011; Göksel & Kerslake 2011; Hankamer 2011; Göknel 2012; Bellik 
2015).7 This in turn suggests that VH is actually progressive [+back] assimilation ― or [Dorsal] 
spreading in Kabak & Vogel’s terms. On this view, the suffixes -o (5), -imtrɑk (6), and -ijor (7) 
above are not really “non-” or “half-harmonizing”; they simply have [+back]/[dorsal] vowels, 
which are therefore not targeted by [+back]/[Dorsal] spreading (Kabak & Vogel 2011). 
However, treating Turkish VH as [+back]/[dorsal] spreading does not explain away the case of a 
front-vowelled suffix like -ɡil (4). This non-harmonizing suffix is not a lone example. Göksel 
and Kerslake (2005:24–25) also point to -izm ‘-ism’ (e.g., ʃɑmɑn-izm ‘Shamanism’), -ɡen ‘-
sided’ (e.g., ɑltɯ-ɡen ‘hexagon’), -ki ‘’s’ (e.g., jɑrɯn-ki ‘tomorrow’s’), -lejin ‘-ly/ADV’ (e.g., 
sɑbɑh-lejin ‘in the morning’), and -en ‘-ly’ (e.g., tɑmɑm-en ‘completely’). 
The net impression provided by suffix data is that VH is morphologically conditioned: it 
does not accompany all suffixes and it only applies across the stem-suffix boundary, as in (11). 
VH does not apply across vowels inside suffixes, e.g. (6–9), just as it does not apply across vow-
els inside roots (§2.1).8 
 (11) VH: [αback] → [−αback] / [−αback] + __ 
_ 
The next section reviews attempts to restrict VH to the phonological component of Turkish 
grammar notwithstanding the numerous attested and well-documented exceptions. 
3. Phonological approaches to vowel harmony in Turkish.  Phonologists tend to set aside the
fact that VH is not fully regular in Turkish (e.g. Kenstowicz 1994:26; Ewen & Hulst 2001:46ff.; 
Gussman 2002:119ff.; Jensen 2004:269; Kaisse & Levi 2004; Odden 2005:208ff.). Those who 
deal with this fact do so by enriching phonological theory with exceptional representations (§3.1) 
or morphological information (§3.2). 
5 The subjects in Canalis & Dikmen’s (to appear) acoustic study showed no palatalization in the final consonant of 
/rɑb/ ‘God, lord’ but this was expected: they inflected /rɑb/ with back-vowelled suffixes, e.g., rɑb-lɑr ‘lords’, con-
trary to the standard rɑb-ler (p. 12). 
6 “Although Clements and Sezer (1982) note some velar consonants requiring suffix vowels  as back even when pre-
ceded by front vowels, those items seem to be highly marginal and affix-specific, and hence their status and general-
izability in contemporary Turkish are questionable (e.g. very marginally: /tɑsdik-ɯ/ ‘confirmation-POSS.3SG’, com-
monly: /tɑsdik-i/, and never */tɑsdiklɑr/ but /tɑsdik-ler/ ‘confirmation-PL’ or */tɑsdik-sɯz/ but /tɑsdik-siz/ ‘confir-
mation-DER’, etc.)” (Kabak 2011:2846; see also Bellik 2015:92, fn. 18). 
7 Bellik (2015:92) traces the “default front suffix” view of Turkish back to Underhill (1976). 
8 In practice, there are suffixes in which two vowels participate in VH, e.g. the nominal derivational suffix -(j)eʤek 
~ -(j)ɑʤɑk and the adjectival derivational suffix -(j)esi ~ -(j)ɑsɯ (Göksel & Kerslake 2005:54–55). Under standard 
autosegmental assumptions, the vowels in such suffixes share a single [back] feature ― as a static fact. A shared 
feature is changed, affecting both vowels, whenever VH applies across the stem-suffix boundary; see (11). 
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3.1. EXCEPTIONAL PHONOLOGY. There is a long tradition of positing exceptional phonological el-
ements to capture “non-automatic rules in generative phonology” (Gouskova 2012:81). For ex-
ample, Bellik (2015, 2018b) offers an account of the apparently exceptional roots in (10) by 
drawing on McCarthy’s (2004) Span Theory. She claims that the back vowels in these roots are 
embedded in [+back] spans whereas the consonants are contained in larger [−back] spans, e.g., 
(h(ɑ)+back rp)−back ‘war’. She then argues that embedded spans cannot accommodate suffixes, e.g., 
*(h(ɑrp-lar)+back)−back, whereas unembedded spans can do so, e.g., (h(ɑ)+backrp-ler)−back ‘wars’. In 
practice, the phonetic evidence for [−back] in these roots (Canalis & Dikmen to appear) does not 
align with the proposed spans. More generally, pace McCarthy (2004), there is little independent 
justification in the phonological literature for the notion of feature spans ― let alone embedded 
ones. 
As another example of exceptional elements in phonological analysis, Kabak & Vogel 
(2011) argue that Turkish has a fully general rule of [+back]/[Dorsal] spreading, as mentioned in  
§2.2. They claim that back vowels which fail to participate in VH are phonologically defective in
carrying an “association line truncated with “x”” (p. 82), as illustrated in (12). 
 (12) 
[ɑdet] ‘piece’ 
The mechanism whereby VH is “blocked by a truncated association line” (p. 83) is not obvious. 
As with Clements and Sezer’s (1982) “opaque consonants” and Bellik’s (2015, 2018b) “feature 
spans,” there is no phonetic evidence for a distinction between back vowels with and without 
truncated association lines. Nor is there phonological evidence ― independent of the fact that a 
front vowel follows ― that these back vowels have truncated associated lines. Moreover, the 
very notion that a distinctive feature may carry a truncated associated line as in (12) is not inde-
pendently motivated in phonological theory. This ad hoc representation is not part of “the furni-
ture of the world,” as Bromberger and Halle (2000:36) put it. 
Gouskova (2012) argues that phonological theory should dispense with exceptional seg-
ments altogether. One of her cautionary examples is stop voicing in Turkish. She observes that 
suffixes such as ablative -ten assimilate in voicing to a preceding sound, whereas other suffixes 
do not alternate in this way, e.g., relative -ki remains voiceless while -ɡen ‘-sided’ remains 
voiced. Inkelas and Orgun (1995) and Inkelas et al. (1997) propose that alternating stops lack a 
[voice] specification whereas non-alternating stops are specified [−voice] or [+voice]. This is 
comparable to Clements and Sezer’s (1982:241–3) distinction between [−back] vs. [+back] vs. 
[∅back] consonants in Turkish. Similarly, Kabak (2011:2838–2839) distinguishes [−back] vs. 
[+back] vs. [∅back] vowels in Turkish VH. 
There is no independent evidence for any of these three-way contrasts in Turkish consonants 
or vowels, and Gouskova warns that they make incorrect predictions. Consider a possible suffix 
like -tɑt in which the first stop is [∅voice] while the second is [−voice]. Such a suffix would dis-
play 
intervocalic voicing on the left but not on the right ... voicing agreement on the left [but] 
no voicing agreement on the right. Turkish does not have any suffixes of this kind — all 
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either alternate or do not. Thus I conclude that Turkish does not provide clear evidence 
for segment-by-segment marking. (Gouskova 2012:121) 
More generally, too, “ternary power” in featural representations has long been considered unde-
sirable in phonological theory (cf. e.g. Lightner 1965, 1972; Stanley 1967; Kiparsky 1982b; Pul-
leyblank 1986). 
In short, phonologists are free to model irregular processes with exceptional representations, 
but to be convincing, the representations in question must be supported by evidence that is inde-
pendent of the fact being modelled. Such has not been the case in strictly phonological ap-
proaches to Turkish. 
3.2. MORPHOLOGY IN PHONOLOGY.  The preceding section illustrated the use of exceptional pho-
nological representations to capture processes like VH which are not fully regular. Another tack 
among phonologists is to allow the phonological component to refer to morphological infor-
mation (Chomsky & Halle 1968 et seq.). For example, Kardestuncer (1982) proposes SPE-style 
rules for Turkish VH which make crucial reference to morphological boundaries. Some authors 
maintain that VH is general in Turkish but is blocked in certain morphological contexts. Bennink 
(1992) and Polgárdi (2006) claim that VH is blocked in morphologically-defined “single analytic 
domains,” notably roots (cf. Mascaró 1976). Similarly, Krämer (2003) claims that a correspond-
ence-theoretic constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1999) blocks VH in Turkish roots. Finley (2010) 
argues instead that a correspondence-theoretic constraint blocks VH in a select group of mor-
phemes in Turkish. 
Note that most recent analyses are set in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993), 
which allows phonological constraints to be indexed to particular morphological domains 
(McCarthy & Prince 1993; Jurgec & Bjorkman 2018), lexical classes (Itô & Mester 1995, 2001; 
Smith 2001), or morphemes (Pater 2000, 2007, 2009; Becker & Potts 2011; Gouskova 2012). Of 
special interest is that all such morphologically-indexed constraints apply to the output represen-
tations of phonology ― Optimality Theory does not constrain input representations at all. It is 
unusual to locate the morphology–phonology interface at the output of the phonological compo-
nent. In a classical modular understanding of language ( cf. e.g. Pierrehumbert 2002), “morphol-
ogy “feeds into” phonology, causing alternation when the right phonological rules are present” 
(Hayes 2009:130). The output of phonology is expected to interface with the phonetic compo-
nent instead (cf. e.g. Boersma 2011). If the output representations of phonology abound in mor-
phological information, what then prevents an abundance of morphologically conditioned pho-
netics? (see Bermúdez-Otero 2010 for discussion). 
To avoid broad issues of grammatical architecture as just described, Inkelas et al. (1997), 
Anttila (1997, 2002), Yu (2000), and Inkelas and Zoll (2007) argue that morphological construc-
tions, lexical classes, and morphemes are not directly indexed in phonological constraints, but 
rather assorted into multiple phonological grammars, or co-phonologies. Kabak and Vogel 
(2011:70–73) sketch a cophonology analysis of Turkish VH but they rightly warn that 
as soon as a grammar divides morphemes into distinct classes based on some detectable 
pattern [including “static regularities” (ib. 64)], it permits the proliferation of (poten-
tially uninteresting) co-phonologies. (p. 72) 
Kabak and Vogel observe that phonological analyses which access morphology may also make 
use of idiosyncratic phonological representations (cf. §3.1). For example, Inkelas et al.’s (1997) 
co-phonology account of voicing alternations in Turkish relies on a three-way voicing contrast in 
stops: [−voice] vs. [+voice] vs. [∅voice]. Gouskova (2012) reanalyzes these alternations with 
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morpheme-indexed phonological constraints but maintains a three-way distinction in stops, after 
Kallestinova (2004): [spread glottis] vs. [voice] vs. ∅. In reality, only a two-way laryngeal con-
trast is well-motivated in Turkish phonology. 
Altogether, a broader presumption is apparent among phonologists, whether they ignore the 
fact that VH is not fully regular in Turkish (e.g., Kaisse & Levy 2004), or deal with it by invok-
ing exceptional representations (cf. e.g. Kabak & Vogel 2011) or morphological information 
(e.g., Finley 2010): 
No other cognitive module in a generative, innatist, modular framework is responsible 
for alternations — the [phonological component] bears all responsibility for generating 
them ... [T]he term ‘alternation’ here refers to any pair of morphologically related 
forms that give insight into the input, as determined by a particular theory (e.g. OT, 
SPE). (de Lacy 2009:49) 
Morphologists beg to differ. The next section outlines a morphology-driven view of mor-
phologically conditioned phonology.  
4. Morphological approach to vowel harmony and other processes in Turkish.  Morpholo-
gists hold phonology solely responsible for automatic phonological processes, but morphology 
directs phonology in the case of non-automatic phonological processes like VH which are mor-
phologically conditioned. In such cases, “the morphology is the executive, phonology the execu-
tor” (Pounder 2000:36). On this view, a phonological process like VH in Turkish is under the 
control of morphology, so phonology need not account for why it does not apply inside roots 
(e.g., anne ‘mother’), nor inside suffixes (e.g., progressive -ijor), nor for why it accompanies cer-
tain affixes (e.g., plural -ler), but not others (e.g., associative -ɡil). 
There is no need for phonologists to posit exceptional representations such as an “associa-
tion line truncated with “x”” (Kabak & Vogel 2011:84) to prevent the application of VH in roots. 
Recall, too, that Kabak and Vogel account for half-harmonizing suffixes like adjectival -imtrɑk 
but not for fully non-harmonic suffixes like adverbial -lijen (§2.2). The existence of both is ex-
pected if morphology is in control. The morphological operation that affixes -imtrɑk requires the 
application of VH whereas the morphological operation that affixes -lijen does not require this. 
In what follows, we assume a modular grammar containing a dynamic morphological com-
ponent responsible for the formation of complex words, distinct from the (static) lexicon. We as-
sume further that the phonology contains a catalogue of non-automatic phonological processes 
that can only apply if specifically required and which is available to the morphology and the lexi-
con. Morphological operations may select a set of non-automatic phonological processes — one, 
several, all, or none of those eligible — to accompany them. Turkish affixations thus differ as to 
which of the eligible processes they access. The requirement for a given process to apply can be 
thought of as an instruction to the phonology (e.g., “Vowel Harmony!”), which can normally 
only set the process in motion when made to do so. 
Table 1 below illustrates the fact that suffixes which are identical or similar in form or 
meaning may nonetheless vary in terms of what phonological processes accompany them. For 
instance, the morphological operation which affixes -ʤik to noun bases and which associates it 
with diminutive semantic function includes information that it requires application of three non-
automatic phonological processes: vowel harmony, voicing assimilation, and prevocalic lenition. 
The operation affixing -ʤik to adjective bases will, in contrast, direct phonology to apply six 
processes, including initial stress assignment, stem-final k deletion, and vowel-insertion with 
monosyllabic roots. The phonology in each case need only be a relatively simple statement, 
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referring only to phonological context. (Data are provided below Table 1 to illustrate the applica-

























DIM (ADJ) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
-ʤek 
DIM (ADJ) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 
-ʤe 
DIM (ADJ) ✓ ✓ – ✗ ✗ ✗ 
-ʤik 
DIM (N) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 
-ʤeːiz 
DIM (N) ✓ ✗ – ✗ ✗ ✗ 
-kir9 
ONOM (V) ✓ ✗ – ✗ ✗ ✗ 
-i 
HYPOCOR
✓ – ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 
-o 
HYPOCOR ✗ – ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ 
-ɡil 
ASSOC (N) ✗ ✗ – ✗ ✗ ✗ 
Table 1: Some phonological processes associated with a variety of suffixes in Turkish 
 (13) a. Vowel harmony 
✓ elma elma-ʤɯ́k søz søz-ʤýk 
‘apple’ ‘cheekbone’ ‘saying’ ‘word’ 
✗ bakla bakla-gil turunʧ turunʧ-gil 
‘bean’ ‘legume’ ‘bitter orange’ ‘citrus’ 
b. Voicing assimilation
✓ kitáp kitap-ʧɯ́k inék inek-ʧík 
‘book’ ‘pamphlet’ ‘cow’ ‘moocow’ 
9 E.g. hajkɯr- ‘shout’, symkyr- ‘blow one’s nose’ (cf. hɯʧkɯr- ‘hiccup’, pyskyr- ‘erupt’), etc. 
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✗ kuʃ kuʃ-ʤaːɯ́z inék inek-ʤeːíz 
‘bird’ ‘poor little bird’ ‘cow’ ‘poor little cow’ 
c. Prevocalic k lenition
✓ kaz-ʤɯ́k kaz-ʤɯː-ɯ́m køk-ʧýk køk-ʧyː-ým 
‘gosling’ (1s.poss) ‘root-let’ (1s.poss) 
✗ aʤ-ɯk- aʤ-ɯk-ɯp gøz-yk- gøz-yk-yr 
‘hungry-VB’ ‘by being hungry’ ‘eye-VB’ ‘appears’ 
d. Stem-final k deletion
✓ ufák úfa-ʤɯk kyʧýk kýʧy-ʤyk 
‘small’ ‘very small’ ‘small’ ‘very small’ 
✗ ufák-ʧa kyʧýk-ʧe 
‘quite small’ ‘quite small’ 
e. Word-initial stress
✓ juvarlák júvarla-ʤɯk jumuʃák júmuʃa-ʤɯk  
‘round’ ‘beady’ ‘soft’ ‘downy, cuddly’ 
✗ byjýk byjy-ʤék ɯlɯ́k ɯlɯ-ʤák 
‘big’ ‘a little big’ ‘warm’ ‘a little warm’ 
f. Vowel-insertion on (C)VC-shaped roots
✓ dar dára-ʤɯk az ázɯ-ʤɯk 
‘narrow’ ‘quite narrow’ ‘little’ ‘a little bit’ 
✗ ad ad-ʤɯ́k kaz kaz-ʤɯ́k 
‘name’ ‘little name’ ‘goose’ ‘gosling’ 
Table 1 and the accompanying data show not only that different affixations select different sets 
of phonological processes to accompany them, but also that these sets are tied to the operation 
(combination of form change, semantic function, and category (etc.) change) and not to individ-
ual derivations, that is, they are completely driven by the dynamic morphology and not lexically 
bound. This is unlike the situation in e.g. English Latinate derivational morphology, where the 
application of phonological concomitants of affixation often has to be lexically specified (cf. e.g. 
the application of “stress shift” in ˈgelatine → geˈlatinize vs. ˈhospital → ˈhospitalize). 
The data exemplifying Table 1 illustrate how morphology “feeds” or directs the phonology 
in a number of ways. First, morphological processes will almost always result in instructions to 
the phonology in some sense, the exception being identity processes that leave a base unchanged, 
e.g. the morphology can order the addition of an affix in a given position and it will be the pho-
nology that actually has to do the work and carry out any automatic processes that apply as a 
consequence of the resulting sequences (these do not need to be referred to by the morphology). 
Second, in the case of non-automatic phonology, as in the six processes shown in Table 1, the 
morphology will give explicit instructions to the phonology to carry them out. Here we distin-
guish between modifications to the affix being added itself, resulting in affix allomorphy, as in 
the case of VH, and modifications to the base, resulting in stem allomorphy, as in the case of k 
deletion. Unless a modification is idiosyncratic, particular to just one form-change or operation, 
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which is not the case here, it can be assumed that the phonological processes themselves exist in 
full detail in the phonology and need only be referred to or indexed as a general instruction in the 
relevant condition set of the morphological operation (e.g. “VH” in the form-rule condition set of 
an affix will suffice in the case of Turkish). 
It can be further assumed that the format of the non-automatic phonological processes them-
selves does not differ from that of automatic ones, except for the conditioning: automatic pro-
cesses will have phonological conditions and may also make reference to word-boundaries etc., 
while non-automatic ones, in addition to phonological conditions will have no others beyond the 
fact that they must be requested by lexicon or morphology. 
5. Note on the origin of morphologically conditioned phonology.  Vowel harmony likely be-
gan as a phonetic, then strictly phonological process, but this was short-lived (cf. Dressler 
1985:231). Early on, the resulting alternations became associated with concatenation — a main-
stay in an agglutinative language. They served an important function, therefore, of delimiting 
words in the speech stream and more generally, signalling the presence of morphological struc-
ture. These alternations then became properties of the relevant morphological processes, on the 
one hand, and independently of this, the phonological process of VH lost its status as active in 
the phonology. Non-harmonic roots and the treatment of integrated loan-words whereby the 
vowels are not harmonized show that VH ceased being automatic very early on. Given the new 
role of VH in the morphology and its loss of status in the phonology, VH became a phonological 
process under the control of the morphology. 
Other frequent processes like k lenition were likely never general phonological processes. 
For instance, at no point in time did Turkish ever rid itself of all prevocalic k’s through lenition. 
Rather, a process of leniting k upon addition of a vowel-initial suffix would always have been 
associated with specific morphological operations and thus would have been a phonological pro-
cess under the control of morphology from the beginning. Like VH, it served the function of sig-
nalling concatenation and thus word-structure, supporting word-level cohesion. It is not the case, 
therefore, that all morphologically-conditioned phonology goes through all stages of the mor-
phologization process, from phonetic conconcomitant → automatic phonological process → 
non-automatic phonological process/incipient morphologization (→ morphological process). 
6. Conclusion.  Inkelas (2011:68) draws a distinction between regular phonological processes
like VH (“a very general rule ... for the vowels of most suffixes”) and morphologically condi-
tioned ones like stem-final k deletion, e.g. (13d). This distinction matters little in practice, given 
the presumption that the phonology is fully responsible for both kinds of alternation. Moreover, 
this distinction is gradient at best. VH is a static fact of most polysyllabic roots and affixes, yet 
disharmonic morphemes abound, e.g., anne ... kalk-abil-di ‘mother ... managed to stand up’ 
(Göksel & Kerslake 2005:24). Thus, the only solid evidence that VH is an active process comes 
from vocalic alternations in suffixes and enclitics. But VH is not obligatory in concatenation ei-
ther: over a dozen suffixes and clitics never show VH (ib.). Similarly, voicing assimilation (13b) 
and prevocalic k lenition are widespread but not obligatory in Turkish suffixation, and con-
versely, other word formation processes are accompanied by restricted processes such as initial 
stress, stem-final k deletion, and vowel-insertion with monosyllabic roots. All such processes 
represent morphologically conditioned phonology. 
In conclusion, VH at least likely began as a phonologically motivated process, but eventu-
ally its phonological raison d’être became obsolete as its effects turned into static facts about 
Turkish words. In the meantime, its alternations became associated with concatenation, a main-
stay in an agglutinative language. Morphology is unlike other modules of grammar in requiring 
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access to all of syntactic, semantic, and phonological properties to function, as restricted phono-
logical processes attest. One of the roles of morphology is to give commands to the phonology 
during formation of a complex word, such as “Carry out VH!” The phonology need not account 
for why such a command does not accompany certain suffixes, why it does not apply to all roots, 
nor why other commands only accompany a few suffixes. More generally, there is no need for 
phonology to access morphological information in a modular model of grammar. We therefore 
suggest an analysis in which morphology and lexicon control VH and other non-automatic pho-
nological processes, which are thus claimed to be no longer part of the active phonology of Turk-
ish. The formalism and details behind our morphological analysis of morphologically condi-
tioned phonology will be developed and shared in future work. 
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